
2017 January 6 SCLC Agenda Addendum 

Course Proposals – CAC 

VISA 200 level Art & Jesuits in Early Modern Rome 

https://secure.loyno.edu/academicaffairs/course-

proposal/display.php?p=167&h=f41ff84e7cbd129397c11f8c5d20c0f4  

- Designed specifically as Study Abroad course. Would need revisions if taught on campus.  

- Caught an omission in syllabus over author of texts - that will be fixed.  

 

FOSY 200 level Foundations of Food Culture 

https://secure.loyno.edu/academicaffairs/course-

proposal/display.php?p=172&h=234a1273487bf7b2e2061b9b56373a29  

- CAC criteria requires more interdisciplinary and diversity of course materials. Incorporate some 

form of visual art, more than 1 movie (Youtube clips are OK), and/or music. Course proposal 

assumes food spans these categories, but no examples of it in assignments. CAC workgroup 

recommends proposer be asked to incorporate some of that and resubmit.  

- Examples include:  

o Reading the syllabus, for example, a film that seems to me ideal (and that references so 

many of the larger questions (religious, social) mentioned or alluded to in the proposal) 

would be Babette's Feast. 

o The potential to draw from genre, landscape, and still life painting is enormous, and it 

seems almost counter-intuitive in a course proposed for Creative Arts and Cultures not 

to engage with some of this material, in which seemingly simple or straightforward, 

"aesthetic" representations of food or food production assume a rhetorical function in 

response to issues such as war, sex, morality, religious doctrines, social divisions, life & 

death, etc. Sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Dutch painting would be a place to start. 

o Christian food iconography: the pomegranate, the pear, the apple, oranges, etc. 

o In terms of modern material, there's Marinetti's food-experience compilations in the so-

called Futurist Cookbook (1920-something, I think). Then there's Judy Chicago's feminist 

installation The Dinner Party (1975?) or Felix Gonzalez-Torres' candy 

spills, Untitled (1990 or so) created during the height of the AIDS crisis. The 

contemporary video and performance artist Marina Abramovic has incorporated food 

references into some of her work (one with beef bones, I think). And of course, Lady 

Gaga's meat dress at the Grammy's one year pinpoints the intersection of fashion, 

identity, celebrity culture, and food. 

o Dali's surrealist cookbook, which was republished this past year. 

o Songs: "Jambalaya" by Hank Williams, 'Struttin with some Barbecue" by  Kermit Ruffins, 

"Big Butter and Egg Man" by Louis Armstrong. 

o Photographs of shrimpers and oystermen made by FSA photographers in the 1930s, 

prints by Walter Anderson of crabbers and fishermen. 
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